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THE MlSTlC

SEE YOU AT THE
VIKING GAME
THIS EVENING

VOL. XIX

MOORHEAD STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
Moorhead, Minnesota, Feb. 13, 1931

DRAGONS TO PLAY
VIKINGS TONIGHT

DRAGON QUINTET MAINTAINS LEADERSHIP IN
INTERSTATE CONFERENCE BASKETBALL RACE

DON'T FORGET THE
CLASS PLAY ON
FEBRUARY 28

NO. 8

COLLEGE IS GRANTED SIGMA TAU DELTA
CHAPTER; TEN TO BE INSTALLED SOON

To this defensive trio is due a great
Although they have not played as
O U T C O M E O F V I K I N G G A M E M A Y deal of credit for the impressive rec long on M. S. T. C. teams as Gilpin
ord which the Dragons have made and Ingersoll, the 1931 Dragon of Marks Advent of Second National Organization to Campus; Ten
DFCIDE DRAGON FUTURE IN
this year. "Hank' fense, consisting
CONFERENCE RACE
Charter Members to Be Taken In; Requirements
Booher of Toston, of Robinson and
for Entry Vary
Mont.,
is
a
regu
Coming for revenge, the Valley City
M o b e r g at for
lar guard who has wards, and Lien
"Vikings" will play the fast-traveling,
"Administrative council grants petitioner's chapter Sigma
showed up very at center, have
league-leading Dragons at the Armory
Tau Delta Chapter stop certificates will be engrossed and "for
impressively in a performed b r i 1tonight in a game that will provide a
number of games lliantly in a num
warded within two weeks so that your installation may be held
suitable climax to this week's basketup to this time. ber of games up
hall events, which include a 36 to 25
on or near Washington's birthday stop announcing the new chap
When not playing t o t h e p r e s e n t
victory over the invading Jimmie
ter in our 'Rectangle' out today," read the telegram received bv
his regular posi time. Bill Robinquintet last Saturday night, a loss to
Miss Hayes, head of the English department, last Friday, mark
t
i
o
n
a
t
g
u
a
r
d
,
the Cobbers last Monday night in a
s o n of Manhat
ing the advent of a second ' national
"Hank" moves up t a n , M o n t . , t h e
thrilling, hard-fought game by a score
organization on the campus.
of 24 to 19, and a loss to the WahpeBooher
<° fthe center po" outstanding star
This fraternity for degree students
W, Robinson
,
„
sition.
ton Wildcats there Wednesday night,
of the 1 9 3 0 seamajoring in English will be open to
(Bet
Gilpin,
another
Montana
where the battle-worn Dragons were
son, has so far this season played the
ten charter members, who are Viola
upset by an inspired and avenging man, hailing from Manhattan, has same excellent brand of basketball
Dixon, Fargo; Mamie Carlson, Clin
Wildcat team that made good use of been Booher's running mate at guard for which he was so well known last A R T I S T S E X P R E S S L O V E F O R
ton; Clarence Gludt, Dent; Agnes
in t h e majority
every opportunity to score.
year.
AMERICA; TELL OF WORK
Kise, Moorhead; Eva Larson, Audu
of t h e g a m e s
A l s o carrying
The game tonight may have an im played up to this
WHEN INTERVIEWED
bon; Grace Mostue, Thief River Falls;
!
on from last year
portant bearing on the Interstate Con time. Although
Ruth Hundeby, Beardsley; Helen Lin
i;
the
same
type
of
ference race, since the formerly un his regular post
Performing before a capacity crowd, coln, Fergus Falls; Alma Peterson,
, playing which he Renee Chemet, French violinist, and
beatable Dragon team has tasted de is on the defen
Ashby; and Hannah Hokenson, Gar
si showed as a run- Earle Spicer, English baritone, with
feat. Indications are that the Drag sive lineup, 'Chet'
field.
| n i n g m a t e f o r Mrs. James Bliss accompanying on
ons will need all their fight and play has quite often
Juniors, Sophs Eligible.
I
"Wild
Bill",
Herb
ing strength if they are to beat the found an oppor
the piano, presented a joint recital
Any junior majoring in English who
B Moberg of Moor last Wednesday night in Weld Hall
Vikings, who have been going unusu tunity to distin
has taken two courses beyond Fresh
head, the other which pleased the large crowd pres
ally well the last few weeks.
guish himself as
Dragon forward, ent and furnished one of the most man English required subjects, who
a p a r t of t h e
has an average of "A" or "B", and
h a s d o n e t h e varied and enjoyable programs of all
Dragon
forward
who has published 1,000 original
same kind of ex- lyceum numbers.
Gilpin
wall.
words, is eligible for membership.
Moberg
ceilent work
Mr. Spicer opened the joint recital Seniors must have taken four college
Like "Chet" Gilpin, John Ingersoll which featured his appearances last
with four classical numbers, "Lugi English courses besides Freshman
of Moorhead is aslo playing his third season.
Dal Caro Bene", "Vittoria, Mio Core", English, and must publish 3,000 orig
basketball season for M. S. T. C., both
Playing his first
year under the and two German selections from Liszt
inal words before they are eligible as
of t h e s e m e n
BAND GIVES ANNUAL CONCERT
D r a g on banner,
and Erich Wolff, following which Miss active members.
—, p 1 a y ing regular
TODAY; LEAGUE DELEGATES
Marshall Lien,
Chemet played "Andante and Allegro"
guard positions
TELL OF SESSIONS
Scholastic and publication qualifica
Gardner, N. Dak.,
of Handel, "Allegretto" by Boccherini, tions are the same for sophomore as
this year. "John
North Dakota alland "Rondo" by Mozart.
ny" is the squad's
Miss Mary Bringgold of the State
sociate members as for juniors.
state g u a r d of
utility man, play
Mr. Spicer's next group consisted
Department of Health will speak in
Any alumni member who has been
1928, has shared
ing guard or forof a number of popular-classical selec graduated with a bachelor's degree
chapel Wednesday, February 18, on
scoring h o n o r s
ward, or jumping
tions, "Isobel", "Sherwood" by Noyes- and who teaches English in a high
her work in behalf of the Child Wel
this year with
center as neces
Dear, "Sylvia", and "Drake Goes school is eligible to membership.
fare Division of the department.
Moberg and Rob
sity may demand.
West". Called back by an insistent Francis Bordsen, B. E. '29, head of the
Miss Bringgold comes to this col
inson. The tall
Although he has
demand for an encore, he delighted English department at Detroit Lakes,
lege annually to conduct her course
center has proved
been used at oth
the audience by "The Men of Somer is the only alumni member who will
in "Mothercraft", which is part of the
a valuable addi
er positions quite
set", a song in the dialect of Somer be taken in at the installation, which
women's freshman physical education
tion to the DragIngersoll
frequently, Inger
setshire, England.
will be held about February 22.
o n machine i n
l-'en
requirement.
soll has seen service in almost every
Miss Chemet continued by render
Band Gives Concert.
Faculty May Join.
their difficult 1931 schedule. These
game of the season as a guard, the
This morning the College Band, un
Miss Delsie Holmquist is already a
three men through their teamwork ing with consummate skill and appre
position to which he is most accus
Albeniz-Kreisler's
"Tango't, member of Sigma Tau Delta, as she
der the direction of Mr. Christensen,
and personal sharpshooting have done ciation
tomed.
presented its annual chapel concert.
much to keep their team on the pin and deFalla - Kreisler's "La Viva was adviser of the fraternity chapter
Altholigh the Band appears rather fre
nacle of the Interstate Conference, Breve". As her encore, she gave the at Upper Iowa University. Faculty
quently in chapel programs in connec
suffering only one defeat within the ever appreciated "Souvenir" by Drdla. members in the. English department
Four folk songs, including the negro are eligible for various advanced de
league so far.
tion with pep fests, it is tile custom
spiritual, "Goin' to Shout", were next grees, and will also be granted mem
to set aside a whole chapel period
received with enthusiasm by the audi berships at the time of the installa
once a year for the band to present
<e>
<$> ence from Mr. Spicer's versatile, reso tion ceremonies.
regular concert music.
Today the
nant baritone voice, Even three en
members were in full uniform.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS
T R I O S T O M E E T " U " O F N O R T H <S>
This is the second national organi
cores, including "Tomorrow" (Ohio), zation granting a local chapter to M.
DAKOTA TWICE, MAYVILLE
On Wednesday, February 11, Presi
and "I Pased by Your Window", hard S. T. C., the first
Tonight—Dragons vs. Vikings,
ONCE NEXT WEEK
dent MacLean turned the chapel pro
being Alpha Psi
ly satisfied those who listened. His Omega, dramatic fraternity, and at
A r m o r y , 8 : 0 0 p. m .
gram over to John Ingersoll, who in
dramatic sense added much to the tests the high academic standing of
Tomorrow Night—Pi Mu Phi
"Go ye forth and spread a policy of
turn presented Clarence Gludt, Don
rendering of these numbers.
Party, 8:00 p. m.
the institution. Clarence Gludt was
ald Bird, and Clarence Glasrud, as re a protective tariff to all nations," will
Feb. 18—Debate, Mayville S. T.
Miss Chemet then played "Pale student chairman of the petitioning
porters on the League of Nations Con be the undertaking of the M. S. T. C.
C., there.
Moon", "The Dancing Doll" by Pol- group of students.
ference which they attended at Ma- debaters on February 18, when the
U. N. D., there.
members of the negative team of the
dini, and Wieniawski's stirring "Polo
calester College February 6 and 7.
Mrs. Agnes Kise was elected acting
Feb. 19—Debate, U. N. D. vs.
question, "Resolved, that all nations
naise in A Major".
Her splendid president to serve for the remainder
Delegates Report.
M
.
S
.
T
.
C
.
,
h
e
r
e
.
technique fully justified all the splen of this year.
Each of the reporters took a separ should adopt a policy of free trade,"
Mamie Carlson was
did things that have been said about chosen acting secretary, and Alma
ate meeting and told of the discus will journey to Mayville to debate the <8>
her, and the audience clearly showed Peterson, acting treasurer. Clarence
sions and the resolutions passed at State Teachers College there before
its appreciation following this group. Gludt, Miss Holmquist, and Mr. Mur
the conference. Clarence Gludt spoke the Mayville High School at 1:15 in
She repeated by request "The Danc ray were named a committee to draw
on the Friday meeting, at which time the afternoon, and proceeding from FORMER COLLEGE NURSE
the League discussed "Harmonizing there to Grand Forks, where they
IS VISITING ON CAMPUS ing Doll".
up the local chapter constitution.
the Pact of Paris with the League of will engage the University of North
Miss Velma R. Forbes, formerly
Dakota
debaters
in
a
similar
battle
Nations." Donald Bird reported the
College nurse, and for the past five
League's opinion of "World Economic in the evening.
years a missionary in China, has been
Depression," and Clarence Glasrud
"Go ye forth and spread a policy of the guest this week of Miss Jones and
had "Opium Traffic" as his topic.
free trade to all nations," say the Miss Dahl. She has also been the
In the cast of "Giants in the Earth"
John Ingersoll expressed a desire members of the Dragon affirmative guest of honor at a tea given by Miss
as given in The MiSTiC of last week,
and a belief that the College would team on the same question, but defy Carlson.
G L A S R U D T O R E P R E S E N T C O L  one character was unintentionally
carry on next year with the same in ing all such threats, the Nodak Pro
Her work at the College extended
omitted.
The character of
Mrs.
LEGE ON INNER COUNCIL; TO
ternational spirit, and that M. S. T. C. tectionists have definitely set Thurs over the period from 1924 to 1926.
Tjome, a pioneer woman who despite
'PLAN FUTURE MEETINGS
would be well represented at the day, February 19, as the date when Her work in China, under the direc
a broken hip has an indomitable
League of Nations Conference in 1932. they will invade Dragon territory and tion of the Presbyterian church, has
Delegates of 15 Minnesota colleges, cheery disposition and never com
clash with the "Free traders" in their been done chiefly at Hoihow on the meeting last week-end at St. Paul as plains, is to be portrayed by Delia
own lair.
Island of Hainan.
the guests of Macalester College, Peterson of Wheaton. In the charac
Although the dates have not been
found the first
Model Assembly of ter of Mrs. Tjome she is the wife of
definitely fixed,
it is understood that CHRISTENSENS LEAVE FOR the League of Nations to be held in sturdy Aslak Tjome, played by Lera series of conflicts on the free trade BEDSIDE OF SICK FATHER Minnesota so successful that they made Iowe Eastlund.
question will be held with Jamestown
Mr. and Mrs. Christensen expect to provisions for making the assembly
F I V E E X T E N S I O N C O U R S E S A R E College between February 23 and 27, leave today for Sleepy Eye, where an annual event. Toward this end it
in which both the men's and and wo Mr. Christensen's father is seriously was agreed that one person should be
OFFERED TO OFF-CAMPUS
men's teams will participate.
chosen to represent each college pres
ill. They will return next week.
STUDENTS NOW
ent and that these people should make
provisions for the next assembly
Miss Wenck, and Messrs. Kise,
Hold Three Sessions.
Bridges, Archer, and Locke, instruc
TO CONFER ON PLANS AT CITIES;
Three sessions of the assembly
tors at the State Teachers College,
WILL ATTEND CONFERENCES
were
held:
Friday
afternoon,
Friday
are offering extension courses this
AT DETROIT, MICHIGAN
evening, and Saturday morning. The
term in Music Appreciation II, Ameri
waltz
steps
did
not
well
fit
into
the
first session took up the report of the
Of all sad words of tongue or pen,
can Diplomacy, Recent European His
With a busy ten days of activity
strains of "Kan du Glemma Gamle credentials committee, the election of
The saddest are these, "It might
tory, Psychology for Nurses, and Sobefore him, President R. B. MacLean
Norge."
the
president
of
the
assembly,
and
a
have been."
ciblogy.
will leave this afternoon for St. Paul,
Everyone did his share. Ruth Sher discussion on harmonizing the cove
Packed in the Armory like sardines
from whence after a stay of three
Miss Wenck is conducting a class
—part of them were herrings — the wood broke all past records of coach nant of the League of Nations and days, he will leave for Detroit, Michi
in Music Appreciation II to 65 stu
ing; band members blew, beat, or bel with the Pact of Paris.
gan, to attend two conferences. Durdents at St. John's Hospital in Fargo. people of Moorhead, as well as stu
lowed to their full capacity; Sliv
The Friday evening
meeting began ing his three days stay in the cities,
dents
from
both
colleges,
held
their
.
Dr. Archer, who is also offering a
looked his sourest, and Ruby Porter with the roll call in French, took up President MacLean will be in confercourse at St. John's Hospital, is teach breath, bit their nails, tore their hair
did her best to tangle up the referee. the report of the minorities commit- ence with the C. H Johnston Co aring Psychology to 39 student nurses and wore out perfectly good lungs in
their efforts to help their own team To be sure that his fellow-students tee, an expression of concern over the chitects, regarding final
drafting of
and three Sisters.
put the ball into their basket and knew just how the game was going, death of Marshal Joffre, and a dis- building plans, and he will also con
A course in American Diplomacy is keep it out of the enemy's.
John Ingersoll signalled with his gum- cussion of the world economic depres
fer with officials at the University of
offered by Mr. Kise to eight students
While the "ta-ta-ta-ta's" of the M. S. chewing. He chewed gentlemanly and sion.
Minnesota regarding the crediting of
at Hendrum, and the same course to T. C. band smothered the "umpa-um- smilingly when things were just soAt the closing session on Saturday M. S. T. C. graduates there.
thirteen people at Detroit Lakes. At pa-umpa's" of Concordia, the cheer so, not at all while and immediately
morning, the delegates heard the re
Leaving for Detroit on Monday he
Fergus Falls, Mr. Bridges is conduct kings of both teams found it difficult after M. S. T. C. made a basket, fierce
ports on Mandates, Refugees and the will attend the annual session or the
ing a class in Recent European His to do the little dances that are a part ly and loudly while Concordia made
Agrarian Crisis and discussed the American Association of Teachers
tory to twelve students. Dr. Locke of good cheering. Anderson lost a free throws, and he swallowed his
resolution on traffic in opium and Colleges on February'19'and 20 and
journeys each Saturday to St. John's number of steps trying to "Jim Crow"
um completely at the end of the other dangerous tivn-s
.
, the National Meeting of Superintendto teach Sociology to eighteen nurses. to "Alma Mater", and Mickey's Dutch- second half.
(Continued on Page Four)
cuts from February 21 to 26.

CHEMET, SPICER
RECEIVE OVATION

MISS BRINGGOLD TO
SPEAK IN CHAPEL

DEBATERS OPPOSE
NODAKS, COMETS

MODEL LEAGUE IS
DEEMED A SUCCESS

Delia Peterson Will
Take Part in Play

155 ENROLLED IN
EXTENSION WORK

Students Tear Hair; Cheerleaders Walz
To Band Music As Ingersoll Masticates

MacLEAN LEAVES
ON TEN DAY TRIP

THE MiSTiC

Page„2

THE MiSTiC

the new buildings goes on much longer that they will
soon have the gymnasium placed in Wheeler Hall and
A weekly newxpaper published by Moorhead State give the new building over to a barber school or a col
Teachers College every Friday ot the college year. Printed lege of aeronautics.
in the College Print Shop, and Issued at the College.
Entered as second class matter at the Postofflce at
Moorhead. Minnesota.
Subscription price, activity fee to students; alumni
dues to members of the Association; all others, 11.50 a
year. Single copies, 5c.

Member)

»

*

*

»

Although we have not yet noticed any wild stampede
of contestants for the position of announcer for school
programs, it is only natural that a school with as many
students who shine as brilliantly in the forensic field as
we have there should be no dearth of material. We have
been warned that the microphone should be protected by
an asbestos screen on the eve of the contest, however.
.
.
. *

Even the most poorly informed critic can easily see
that
"Giants in the Earth", a play depicting the struggles
DONALD E. BIRD.
— —
Editor-in-Chief
of Scandinavian pioneers, must needs be successful when
EDITING STAFF
such good Norwegian names as Simonitsch, Davis, Dixon,
DONALD INGRAM
DORIS FLATNER
and Murray appear on the cast.
DOROTHY FLATNER
EDITH SWANSON
Member Moorhead Chamber

CLARENCE GLUDT

of

Commerce

CLARENCE GLASRUD

... *

Although there has been no lack of appreciation of
SPECIAL CONTRIBUTORS
RAYMOND SIMONITSCH
ANNA E. BRAATEN the lyceum numbers presented up to this time, the en
ELEANOR B. SHERMAN
VERA MURRAY
joyment of a program reached its greatest height up to
BERNICE KRAVIK
PATRICK HEWITT
this
time at the Spicer-Chemet recital last Wednesday.
CLARENCE QLASRUD
Although we played Wahpeton the same evening, the
REPORTORIAL STAFF
performance was well attended as indeed such a pro
ALBERT GLUDT
RALPH JOHNSON
MARIE KIRBY
gram undoubtedly deserves.
ELINOR L1NNGREN
LUCILLE JOHNSON
ARTHUR RUSTVOLD
HELEN CHAMBERLAIN
RUPERT KRIENBRING
BUSINESS

JOHNNY UND
CHESTER GILPIN
HENRY B. WELTZIN
ALBERT GLUDT

... *

"Shades of Moorhead Normal School!" Mr. Ballard
STAFF
talks on the proposed teachers' retirement bill to an
Business Manager intensely interested group of women. After getting all
-Circulation Manager
hot and bothered, the casual observer found out that the
-Print Shop Supervisor rural teachers of Clay County were meeting.
Print Shop Assistant

CLARENCE GLUDT (Pub. Com.)
BYRON D. MURRAY.

..State Editor
-Faculty Advisor

OUR PLATFORM
1. One hundred Seniors in 1933.
2. Every student in some Kxtra-Curriculnr Activity.
3. A mule enrollment of two hundred in 1932.
4. A new and more distinctive name for our newspnper.

....

Now that our debaters can devote their time and
attention to one question, that of Free Trade, work will
go ahead on a more definite schedule toward the remain
ing debates, most of which will be away from home, both
the affirmative and negative teams taking trips in the
near future.

... *

February 13, 193

Dragon's Dragnet
Mr. Preston, as the chapel choir
struck a note flatter than usual, "This
reminds me of the story of the little
boy who went home and told his
mother that his teachers had called
him a moron, meaning, of course,
monotone. Well, I think that you
people are both."
Then as if conscious struck, he add
ed, "No, I think you are fine, exceptsometimes!"
*

*

*

After the M. S. T. C. Double Quar
tet had sung their numbers at Teach
er's Convention at Minneapolis, a
teacher in the Minneapolis schools
was heard to remark with a "What
good can come out of Nazareth", and,
Why, are these boys from a teachers
college?" Mr. Preston says that he
would have liked to crown her!
* * *
Evidence to the fact that Mr. Pres
ton has a way of writing all his own
was shown when he telegraphed an
order for some music recently. The
name of the song ordered was meant
to read, "Listen to the Lambs," but
Mr. Preston makes his "T's" look so
much like "T's" that the clerk inter
preted the sentence to read, "Listen
707 he Lambs."
*

•

•

Heard in the hall after biology
class:
Enid Peterson —- Say, Mary (Rus
sell), I don't understand how if you
make two chickens cross you can get
walnut combs.
Mary — Nope, neither do I, hut I
guess it's being done.

#
*
•
We are beginning to wonder if some of our neighbor
DRAGON GLORY SHINES
Lerlowe Eastlund says that what
ing colleges won't soon take to the plan of subsidizing
If there was a single Dragon fan who was not proud their faculty so as to make a more enviable record in the artist forgot to do to "that scen
of our basketball team after last Monday's game, we faculty volleyball. We haven't been accused so far of ery" he, "Easty", has accomplished.
* *
»
have not discovered him. To the Cobber squad this using such tactics, yet, however.
Axel Taflin (while "trimming" scen

year goes the city collegiate basketball honors, but a
heaping measure of praise is due the Dragons from every
fan who watched the series. Aggressive, game, carrying
the fight to their opponents, the Crimson squad forced
their opponents to the very limit in every game, and
triumphed in one of the series.
Doped to lose, the Dragon team, made up of a Mon
tana all-star, a North Dakota all-state player, and a
group of "ordinary" men, frequently outplayed and outpassed the Cobber squad, favored by local ballyhoo ar
tists as the wonder team. And, contrary to all expecta
tions, it was not the famed "four basketeers" who
starred consistently as much as it was the little-known
pluggers like Lee who raised Concordia's hopes. Fur
ther, it was due to the hard fighting of Gilpin, Booher,
and Moberg, who did not figure at all among local prognosticators, as much as it was to our better known
stars, that the Dragons earned fame in this brilliant
series. All honor to each and every man!
Concordia has a good team, and that makes it all the
more an honor to the Crimson squad that the latter
made the series such a nip-and-tuck affair. The Cobbers
stand at the top of the Minnesota conference, victors
over the North Dakota Bison, and only the Dragons can
boast a game won from them!

... *

ery for class play)—Say, Frank (NemMeeting a student of Winona Teachers College at zek), are you using a Swedish knife?
the Model League of Nations' assembly last week we
Frank—Yea!
Axel—Got any blisters?
began to discuss the disastrous fires which have had
Frank—Nope!
such an invigorating influence upon several of our col
Axel—What have you got?
leges. We expressed the opinion that Mankato began
Frank—One big blister.
the tradition of burning their buildings whereupon we
#
*
*
were emphatically corrected. In no uncertain terms we
Bill Robinson thinks the title of
were informed that the credit for instituting that highly our class play should he changed to
esteemed practice belonged exclusively to Winona.
Giant of the Earth."

The Open Column
WHAT ARE YOU GOOD FOR?

The Modern Ped Pepys

gamer on the scene, why, they were
n't even noticed by the enthralled
girls. And honestly, that was the first
time that these MODELS have even
had to extend themselves to let girls
of this school know of their where
abouts. A little later Helen Brisbane
walked by the same place and, as I
happened to meet her later, I saw
traces of teardrops in her eyes and
for once she treated me somewhat de
cent. It's a wonder what competition
and variety will do.
The Hero of the Hour — Oscar
Thompson, shaved off his "Cookie
Duster", as lone Weir said she would
either have the blond Viking without
his misplaced eyebrow or else she
would have some lesser light as an
escort to one of the dances that this
self-styled aristocratic class go to.
From what I understand, she either
did not like the sensation of such a
noble mid-victorian escort or else it
was that the "Cookie Duster" pro
duced a sensation. Anyway, it is not
for us of the lesser lights to judge
the complicated speech and manner
isms of this school's elite.

r

THE BOOK SHELF
<»

THE INDEX STRESSED

After the dictionaries, the most
used reference work in the library is
the Encyclopedia Britannica.
The
Britannica is now in its 14th edition,
published in 1930, the first complete
revision since 1911 and now the most
up-to-date of all the great encyclope
dias.
A very important feature of this
encyclopedia is the index (volume
24), a fact that comparatively few
users realize. Does an encyclopedia
need an index? You might perhaps
answer off-hand, "No! An encyclope
dia is like a dictionary. You should
find anything you want in its alpha
betical place."
But it you will stop to consider for
a moment, you will change your an
swer.
In the first place, no encyclopedia,
no matter how large, can put all its
material in alphabetical position, be
cause of the enormous space that
would be required to make a separate
article for every subject and by the
duplication of information caused by
separate treatment of allied topics.
But the Britannica, with its 45,000
independent articles, has an index
containing nearly 500,000 entries. In
other words, some 500,000 topics are
treated under 45,000 heads, each ar
ticle containing, on the average, ten
minor topics which must be traced
through the index.
So don't overlook the index when
using the Britannica or any other
work for which an index is provided.
Cultivate the index habit" and count
the returns in profits gained from
your work in the library.

There have been a few cases of
spring fever around the campus this
last week, a number of students of
the gentler sex, who reside in Fargo
and the outskirts of Moorhead have
been known to have called up the
nurse, instructors, etc., and lament
ably told them of their illnesses.
Usually these cases have not been
very serious as they have only lasted
a day or two at the most and most
faculty members after looking the
convalescent victims In the eyes have
1931 ALMANAC HERE
diagnosed the case as an early out
PERPETUATE THE LEAGUE
The old year of depression has gone
cropping
of
spring
fever.
The colleges of Minnesota are indebted to Macalester
Among the less talkative species, or unmourned and the new year of hope
College of St. Paul for starting a movement which, it is
has brought us a good omen in the
rather
the men of the College, there
quite generally agreed, will become an annual event for
World Almanac for 1931. Its coming
have been a few cases also. Walter
takes a load off one's memory. For
the colleges of the state. The Idea of putting on a model
Schultz has been addicted so bad that
here are well ordered facts — a mil
assembly of the League of Nations is not a new one In this
he leaves the lights in his room on,
country, the colleges of the east having used it for about
all water faucets turned on, wears my lion of them it is said — in a single
ten years, but among western colleges the Idea is rather
roommate's and my ties for a few volume, at hand on the library shelf.
This 46th annual reference book of
days and then thinks they are his.
new, and therefore a great deal of credit is 'due Macales
America, edited by Robert Hunt Ly
He is not the only one, though; the
ter for taking the initiative in the matter.
man, is larger than ever. Whatever
way
Ray
Simonitsch
is
carrying
on
The form of debating prevalent among most of the
the year's prices for wheat or stocks,
you might think he has never seen
it
will do every reader good to study
colleges of today has been criticized for being rather
thirty. Of course, we all can't be
the figures in the Almanac that show
narrow, constrained, restricted to one field of discussion
young.
the progress of the United States in
and on one subject, and lacking color, vitality, and in
But now with this week's colder resources, development and strength.
terest. Model assemblies of the League of Nations cer
weather with us — which Schwende- Try any subject — agriculture, com
tainly give practice in debate that cannot be criticized
man thinks will last a while —we are merce, finance,
manufacturing, min
from any of these points. Discussion at the sessions of
sure that victims of this fever brought ing, politics, sports, transportation —
TERRIBLE
AND
SPLENDID
on by the past week's balmy, spring
the league broaden out into almost every field of thought
That one terrible blunder on the part of a man or a weather which makes us restless, each is fully yet concisely set down
and may include almost any problem facing the world;
in The Almanac, and with compara
there is no constraint or restriction upon the discussion community will receive more attention than the many lonely and gives us a tendency to tive data from the foreign countries.
virtues which may have been evident previously is a never tire of lounging on davenports
In it are the new figures from the
of the questions before the assembly nor do those ses
truth brought out again in the Maryville, Missouri, inci with our better halfs, will disappear
sions lack life, vitality, or color. Besides this, the ses
census
of 1930, particularly the popu
entirely with these icy blasts that are
lation of every city and town in the
sions of the model assemblies show just how the real dent
coming
upon
us
from
the
north,
driv
The inexcusable crime committed by certain persons
League of Nations conducts its meetings and demon
ing away all thoughts of luscious country that exceeds 3,000. This com
strates accurately the attitudes of the countries of the in this teachers college community must make all its spring nights, lovely moons, and all pact diary of the year —• history in
world toward each other and on the various world Issues. sober-minded citizens and former citizens blush for other phenomena and actions of the the making — is invaluable, supple
shame. The atrocity of the needless burning of a negro highly illusioned spring twilights and mented as it is by ten pages of scien
The last, and probably the most valuable result of
tific progress in 1930, and special ar
is in no way excused on the grounds of the brutality of
these model sessions, are the new acquaintances and re this habitual criminal, who undoubtedly would have been once again back to winter's bitter ticles on aviation, Byrd's Expedition,
reality with its snowstorms, cold
lationships formed between the colleges of the state.
given the life penalty by the courts.
hands, red noses, streaked and chap the drought, and all departments of
sport. Even more important, official
Meeting as they do on a common level, the delegates
At the same time, however, students of the city's ped faces that kill many a budding
reports and figures
show that prog
from the different colleges form new bonds and new
romance
in
the
offing.
leading educational institution, the teachers college, were
ress made iu the enforcement of the
friendships which aid in establishing better and more
And so again we are off our dream prohibition law, now beginning its
giving two splendid demonstrations of a citizenship that
sound relations between the institutions. We believe
is as fine as the misguided mob spirit of others was train and back again in our institu twelfth year.
that we are justified in stating that the members of this
tion of learning, where we see a num
degraded.
student body will join with the students of the other
The student council recently took over the task of ber of suppressed but still smiling
faces. Looking around we espy the
colleges within the state in doing their best to make this
carrying on classes for the two days that the entire
ONE YEAR AGO
T
reason whereof: Miss Hayes is asking
session an annual occurrence.
$
faculty attended the state teachers meeting, and earned one of the sober-faced librarians for $
a well-deserved tribute for the smoothness with which a book entitled "The Unkissed Bride."
The cast for "The Piper" was an
the daily programs were carried out with no help or
At the noon hour today we noticed nounced.
The houses adjoining the campus
counsel from faculty or president.
that Harlow Berquist is doing his
Then just previous to the holidays, the alumni asso share to make this world a bigger were purchased by the Alumni Asso
Although they had very little time to prepare for
ciation to be used for the training
their trip to Minneapolis to attend the sessions of the ciation, aided by the city chamber of commerce, invited and better place. He was playing
school.
Model League of Nations at Macalester College, the dele the fourteen senators and representatives of the district and singing for some of the school's
gates from M. S. T. C. appreciated the trip and agreed to a two-day convention where, under the auspices of most charming, exquisite, and inno
that if they have the opportunity to attend another such the alumni, the legislators were addressed by leading cent young Freshman girls, none
TWO YEARS AGO
other than Enid Pederson, Alice Duassembly, they would take as active a part in the pro state officials on roads, maintenance of state institu Bois, and Solveig Headlund.
«>
He ®
tions, parks, and tax surveys. Such progressive citizen seemed to have them hypnotized to
grams as any college in the league.
President MacLean dedicated the
*
«
*
•
ship deserves commendation, but since it was not sen his will, for upon the arrival of such new school building at Battle Lake.
S e v e r a l s t u d e n t s h a v e b e e n h e a r d t o r e m a r k t h a t t h e y sational, it went practically unnoticed.
The Cobbers lost to the fast Ped
worthy men of the school as Chet
—B. D. M.
Gilpin, Bill Robinson, and Hank Rue- hockey quintet.
are afraid that if this changing around of the plans for

Campus Comment

Why are we studying teaching? Why has this group
of people at the College decided to study education?
We wonder how many of us really know why we are
here. How many of our numbey can actually state in
a definite manner the reasons for his choice of a life
work in education? The truth is, most of us haven't
any very good or definite reasons. Some of us will give
financial reasons; some of us will suppose that we like
teaching; and most of us just came here. We do not
know that we will make teachers at all, to say nothing
about being a poor one or a good one.
Here, then, is the problem, to analyze a person's
abilities and place that person in a school or surround
ings where his abilities will best have a chance to de
velop. However, whose is this problem to be? Leading
thinkers on the subject lay the task to education; and
what has education done about it? To be sure, we have
tests and analysis sheets to show up a person's abilities.
We have vocational guidance and hosts of theories as to
how it is to be accomplished, this discovery of individual
abilities; but has our present school system done any
thing with the problem? Answer that question, and you
coming educators will see one of your biggest problems
as educators.
Stop, take a square look at yourself and try to find
out what you are "good for" and "bad for".
—R. K.
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SOGIETES

Dahl Sends Greetings
From Professor Zimpel

GAMMA NU SORORITY
ENTERTAINS AT FROLIC

PI MU PHI'S TO HOLD
FORMAL PARTY TOMORROW

The active members of the Gamma
Nu sorority entertained their guests
and the pledges of the sorority and
their guests at a formal dancing party
last Saturday night in the Exchange.
A valentine scheme of decoration
was used. Music for dancing was fur
nished by an orthophonic victroia.

The Pi Mu Phi sorority will enter
tain its guests at the annual formal
dancing party in the Exchange to
morrow evening. Detailed plans for
the party have not been definitely de
cided upon as yet.

KAPPA PI SOCIETY
HOLDS SOCIAL MEETING

To give admittance to the new
members of Lambda Phi is the pur
pose of the society in holding formal
initiation exercises and a banquet at
the Powers Hotel in Fargo Saturday,
February 14.
The initiates of the winter term
are: Helen Chamberlain, Fargo; Mar
garet Fleming, Breckenridge; Martha
Herman, Kulm; Alice Nesvold, Madi
son; Reuben Parson, Battle Lake;
Ella Velo, Rothsay, and Alma Welo,
St. Hilaire. The date of the next
regular meeting is Tuesday, Febru
ary 17.

This week's meeting of the Kappa
Pi society took the form of a social
hour under the guidance of Margaret
Deutschman. The evening was spent
in playing games and singing songs
after which refreshments were served.
ROSSMEIST ELECTED
HEAD OF PI DELTA SIGMA

LAMBDA PHI ADMITS
NEW MEMBERS SATURDAY

DELTA MU WILL HOLD
DEBATE AT NEXT MEETING

To carry on debate work will be
the purpose of Delta Mu literary so
ciety at their next meeting on Mon
day. February 16, at which time they
will discuss the unemployment insur
ance question.
In the near future Delta Mu plans
to meet with its brother society, Sig
ma Pi, in a joint discussion session.
GEOGRAPHY COUNCIL TO
HEAR TALK ON HOLY LAND

To discuss the relationship between
the member's of social organizations
and non-members was the topic of
the Y. M. C. A. at a meeting Thursday
night. Officers for the remainder of
the year were elected.

AAMODT HOOPSTERS LOSE
TO HIGH SCHOOL QUINTET

Coming out on the long end of a
16-10 score, the girls' high school bas
ketball team triumphed over Ruth
Aamodt's team. This game was the
consolation game, and the teams play
ing were eliminated from the cham
pionship tournament in its opening
stages.
<«r
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THREE YEARS AGO

The 1927 Praeceptor was rated AllAmerican.
Dean J. H. Shepperd of the North
Dakota A. C. spoke to the student
body on his travels in and about
Cairo.

FOR ALL
OCCASIONS

ICE CREAM
c]ftecPeak

of

. Quality

BERGSTROM STUDIO

Speaks

NEXT SUNDAY
at the

FEDERATED YOUNG PEOPLE'S CLASS
10:00 A. M.—Moorhead Presbyterian Church.
Corner Fifth Street and Second Avenue

Phone: Off. 854-W

Res. 854-R

Dr. J. H. Sandness

FOR MOTHER'S KIND OF COOKING

First State Security Bldg.

Bluebird Coffee Shop

eat at the

Dentist

A dramatic program featured the
meeting of the Newman Club Thurs
day with Clarence Gludt, Kathryn
Feyereisen, Lucille Meyer, and Flor
ence Renner in charge.
Two skits were presented, one un
der the direction of Ray Simonitsch,
the other was supervised by Eliza
beth Hiland.
Miss Wenck gave a
vocal solo, and Ray Simonitsch gave
a reading.

Moorhead

-

-

Minnesota

E. M. Peterson

I. G. A. and 18-K Quality Foods
at real Cash and Carry Prices.

FEBRUARY 14th!
SHE WILL REMEMBER — SO DON'T YOU FORGET!

Serve Yourself and Save
Time and Money

I. G. A. Quality Grocery

Flowers are the perfect Valentine.

711 First Ave. So.

BRIGGS FLORAL CO.

Twin City Market

Rev. I. R. Seager, minister of the
Methodist Church of Moorhead, will
be the speaker at the next meeting
of the Y. W. C. A. to be held Thurs
day, February 19.
At the previous meeting the society
listened to a talk given by W. George

721 Center Ave.

Johnnie Knapp—Mart Kuppich
Courteous Service
Truthful Advertising
Guaranteed Values

IN COATS AND DRESSES

Home Killed Meats
and Poultry

A dozen or more dress and coat makers sell

PHONE 597
621 1st Ave. So.
Moorhead

only our store in Fargo.

Wool worth Building

| GROCERY & MARKET |

BRITT'S
1012 Seventh Ave. South

Your Headquarters for

DRESSMAKING
MRS. LIND

SUPPLIES

Phone 2686-W.
416 11th St. S.
Moorhead, Minnesota

3

This means, of

course, exclusive styles for us — and YOU.

ifllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll||||||||||||||||||||||

CANDY & LUNCH

Phone 762

MOORHEAD, MINN.

EXCLUSIVE STYLES

We Specialize in

D R . V. E . F R E E M A N

Minnesota

Let us deliver

your message of love to Mother, Wife, or Sweetheart.

REV. SEAGER WILL
SPEAK AT Y. W. MEETING

Moorhead

L. A. Benson

618-Center Ave., Moorhead, Minnesota

WATERMAN-OHM CO.
109 Broadway

Phone 950

Fargo, N. D.
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You Are Always Welcome

=

mil

Lincoln Grocery &
Confectionery
ICE CREAM, CAKES
& BABY PIES
Open All Evening and
Sunday
Always Welcome
432 10th St. So.

Why Pay More?
Six exposure kodak films
developed and printed for
25 cents.

Special prices

SERVICE

American State
Bank
SAFETY
Moorhead, Minnesota

THE OLDEST BUSINESS HOUSE IN
THE RED RIVER VALLEY

ESTABLISHED 1873

MACKALL'S
DRUG STORE

to Students on applica

FAIRMONT'S

Free Enlargements

Fargo High School

OGREN SPEAKS ON
DALLIN AT ART MEETING

Y. M. ELECTS NEW
OFFICERS ON THURSDAY

Moorhead Master Finishers

Principal B. C. Tighe

"My Trip to the Holy Land" is the
topic chosen by Mrs. Solverud Knutson of Fargo for her talk to be given
to the Geography Council at a meet
ing Monday, February 16.
As is the usual custom, refresh
ments will be served at the close of Hammett, Moorhead attorney, who
the meeting.
spoke in commemoration of George
Washington's birthday.
Elsie Ogren, one of the new initi
ates of the Art Club, spoke on the
works of Cyrus Dallin at a meeting
of the club Monday, February 9.
The next meeting will be at the
home of Dr. and Mrs. Archer on Wed
nesday, February 24, at which time
Mrs. Archer and Miss McCarten will
entertain.

one of our college's alumni is the very I niiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini
successful superintendent at
that 1 We Rebuild Your Old Shoes |[
place, just inquire about it. Congratu
1 SO THEY LOOK LIKE NEW =
lations to Murray!
By the way, I want to mention that
I had always thought of the present
Moorhead, Minn.
name of our paper as being a bright
idea of some rather young brains,
"GET A SHINE"
which might appeal to other fledg
lings, much as "Seroco", as the name iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinU
of a certain catalog house's paint, was
evidently invented as a catchy name;
but, since the "older" alumni rush to
the rescue of this exceedingly clever
8 Hour Service
name of our paper, far be it from me
to do another thing to take that dig
nified and majestic name from the
on finishing
top of the paper.
Very truly yours,
JAMES A DAHL.

|Thon Shoe Hospital jf

Dear Editor:
I have been asked by Herr Max
Zimpel to especially greet the mem
bers of his classes of last summer.
He stated that the conditions in Ger
many were very bad, and that teach
ers, as officials of the country, have
to pay additional income taxes be
cause of the widespread unemploy
ment.
I also want to call attention to the
fact that the dailies carried news
items of the basketball and debating
successes scored by the Aitkin High
School teams. If you don't know that

Frances Rossmeist, Red Lake Falls,
was chosen president at a meeting of
Pi Delta Sigma, Tuesday. The other
officers who were elected are: Hazel
Hallberg. Karlstad, vice - president;
Gladys Ekeberg, Mcintosh, secretary "M" CLUB WILL STAGE
ANNUAL DANCING PARTY
and treasurer.
The rest of the time was devoted
The social event of the winter
to singing the songs of the society.
term, as far as the "M" Club is con
cerned, is a dancing party to be held
COUNTRY LIFE CLUB
in the Exchange February 21.
CHOOSES PARTY THEME
Entertainment will be provided by
"A Week of College in One Night" the club, and decorations will be in a
is the theme chosen by the Country modernistic design. Each club mem
Life Club members for their party to ber will invite a guest and also ask a
be held the first part of March.
male friend who in turn will invite
Commemorating George Washing his guest.
ton's birthday will be the form of the
program of the Country Life Club at SKITS ARE PRESENTED
the Exchange, Wednesday, February AT DRAMATIC MEETING
18.
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tion photos.

Books, Stationary &. School Supplies
Perfumes and Toiletries
Engraved Calling Cards

The Oyloe Studio
Moorhead

510 CENTER AVENUE

(Across from Moorhead Theater)

MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA

|

WATCHES
JEWELRY
DIAMONDS
BRING US THAT NEXT REPAIR JOB

|

NEUBARTH'S

|

The City Hall is across the Street
si [iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiuHnunnininuiiiuin,,,,, mini IIIIIH,iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiu!

PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS
Appreciate the Value of a Bank
PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS appreciate the value of a
banking connection. Why not take advantage of the com
plete facilities in this strong institution while you are a
student in the State Teachers College? The financial ser
vices of this bank, strengthened by our affiliation with the
Northwest Bancorporation, make an account with us a valu
able asset wherever you may locate in the Northwest

FIRST NATIONAL B A N K
MOORHEAD— MINNESOTA
Affiliated with Northwest Bancorporation
Combined Resources Over $485,000,000

THE MiSTiC
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DRAGONS WIN ONE
LOSE TWO GAMES
DRAGONS CONSTANT THREAT AS
COBBERS WIN CITY CAGE
CHAMPIONSHIP

Fighting out their feud before the
largest, most spirited but still cour
teous crowd of students and towns
men, Concordia's basketeers nosed
out the ever-rallying Dragons by 24
to 19 in a thrilling, heart-rending game
here last Monday night.
Receiving the opening tip-off from
Lien, Gilpin started an offense that
was climaxed when Hank Booher
made good two gift shots after he had
been fouled as he attempted to make
good on an under-the-basket try, thus
giving the Dragons the first score of
the bitterly contested battle that fol
lowed.
Dragons Threaten.

In a mlxup in mid-court, Moran was
fouled and made good his gift shot,
which followed by a field
goal by
Halmrast gave the Cobbers a short
lived lead. On a fast play, Robinson
passed to Moberg, who made good to
give the Dragons a slight advantage.
So the battle conUnued with the Cob
bers usually a point or two ahead, but
with the Dragons continually rallying
ever threatening to dislodge the Cob
bers from their slight lead. Because
of their accuracy at the free throw
line the Cobbers left the floor at the
end of the first
half leading by a
score of 11 to 9.
Cobbers Spurt.

Starting the second half with a
spurt, the Cobber team ran up a six
point advantage, which they held for
a few minutes. However, the dogged
ly fighting
Dragons came back and
soon cut the Cobbers advantage to
two points as Hank Booher and Bill
Robinson sank long shots. Bill Rob
inson continued his sharpshooting,
keeping his team in the runfilng by
sinking three more baskets during the
remainder of the last half.
The margin of victory that the Cob
bers gained was in their marked abil
ity to make good all their gift shots,
ten in number, whereas the flashy but
slightly erratic Dragons made good
only three out of their seven attempts
and missed a number of under-thebasket setups.
Booher, Gilpin Star.

"Chet" Gilpin and "Hank" Booher
played a high grade of defensive bas
ketball for the Dragons, being highly
responsible for the resulting low
score. Besides taking the ball off the
bankboard, "Hank" and "Chet" were
the ones who directed the team play,
figuring in almost every scoring play.
The summary:
DRAGONS—
.Moberg, f
Robinson, f
Lien, o
Ingersoll. c
Gilpin, g ....
Booher. g ....

FG
2
4
0
0
1
1

Totals

lteferee—Dick Holxer.

PF
2
1
3
U
1
0

3

7

* thiatbk ^

FRIDAY & SATURDAY NITE

MON., TUES. & WED.

GARY COOPER

MARIE DRESSLER

—i n—

—in—

'Fighting Caravans'

"REDUCING"

7

10

6

Gilpin Stars As
Dragons Down Jimmies
Rallying strongly toward the close
of the first half the Dragons jumped
into a sate lead which the Jimmies
never seriously threatened, in a game
in which the Dragons defeated the
invaders by the score of 35-26 last Sat
urday night.
Herb Moberg started the fireworks
for the Dragons when he scored a
difficulty try from the side of the
court to give the Dragon quintet its
first basket after the Dragon reserves
had been outscored 5 to 0 in the first
five minutes of play. From then on
the Dragons steadily mounted their
lead as Gilpin, Robinson and Moberg
alternated at sinking baskets from all
angles. Especially was this rally due
to the flashy playing of Chet Gilpin
who counted five field goals on light
ning like plays down the floor during
the course of the game besides taking
care of his guard duties in superb
fashion.
As the team left the floor at the
end of the first half the Dragons were
leading by a score of 19 to 10. When
hostilities were resumed in the second
half the Dragons continued their ter
rific assault on the Jimmies, running
up their score to 27 before the Jim
mies managed to formulate a defense
for the fast passing, swift moving
championship bound Dragons.
But from then on the tide of the
game took on a different aspect, led
by Purdy who had been playing a
strong offensive and defensive game
irom his guard position, the Jimmies
were beginning to threaten the for
merly safe commanding lead of the
Dragons when the final gong rang.

Baby Dragons Down
Oak Grove Quint 14-7

NEW SOLONS WILL MODEL ASSEMBLY IS Tighe Will Speak To
Young People's Class
BE CHOSEN MONDAY DEEMED A SUCCESS Mr. B. C. B. Tighe, principal of
GILPIN ADDED BY STUDENT PE
TITION; INSTALLATION NEXT
WEDNESDAY

(Continued from Page One)
discussions were followed by open
forum discussions in which the dele
gates from any country represented
could voice their opinion.
The delegates from the colleges at
tending this Model "Conclave of
Nations" were entertained by the
students of Macalester College, who
were wholly responsible for the meet
ing of the Model League. Friday they
were entertained at a dinner at Wal
lace Hall, and Saturday evening they
were guests at a closing banquet and
dance at the St. Paul Hotel. Moorhead State Teachers College dele
gates made the trip to the Twin
Cities with Mr. Bridges Friday morn
ing, some of tITem returning in the
same way Saturday evening, while the
others stayed over to attend the clos
ing banquet, returning by bus Sunday
evening.
For the perpetuation of the Model
League of Nations Assembly, a perma
nent State Executive council was ap
pointed, consisting of one representa
tive from each college of the state,
which will have charge of formulating
plans for the next Model assembly.
Clarence Glasrud of Detroit Lakes is
to represent the college on this council
and will meet with the council two or
three times within the next year.
It is probable that the debate squad
next year will make thorough plans
for studying the matter next year.

With one candidate added by stu
dent petition, the nominees for offi
cers and members of the 1931-32 Stu
dent Commission remain the same as
compiled by the nominating commit
tees to be voted on by the student
body next Monday. Formal installa
tion of those elected will take place
probably on Wednesday in chapel.
Those to be voted on as the various
commissioners are listed below as
they will appear on the ballot.
President—
1. Walter Cocking
2. Wilson Dokken
3. Chester Gilpin
Secretary—
1. Mildred Moberg
2. Alice DuBois
COMMISSIONERS—
Athletics—
1. Eugene Eininger
2. Henry Ruegamer
Educational—
1. Eleanor Bruggeman
2. Elsa Krabbenhoft
Forensics—
1. Eva Arsneau
2. Lyman Bringgold
Music—
1. Reuben Parson
2. Doris Sorkness
Publicity—
|lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll||||||||||||||||HIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII|
1. Donald Bird
2. Dorothy Fetvedt
CALL 966
Religious—
1. Lucia Askegaard
2. Louise Murray
Social—
1. Elizabeth Bestick
1 PARTICULAR PEOPLE 1
2. Henry Booher
Activity Fee Committee—
1. Miss Maude Hayes
Bill Robinson, Agent
2. Mr. J. R. Schwendeman
Praeceptor Editor-in-Chief—
924 First Avenue South
1. Evelyn Cook
= Moorhead,
Minnesota =
2. Lillian Sorenson

Playing heads-up basketball, the
Baby Dragon quintet defeated the in
vading Oak Grove aggregation 14 to 7
in a hard fought and well played
game last week. Earl Oss led the of
fense and was the principal scorer.
§llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillilllllllllllllli:g

| HOME BAKERY |

Fargo High School, will speak to the
Federated Young People's class next
Sunday.
"Creating a World" was the sub
ject upon which President R. B. MacLean addressed this class last Sun
day morning. "A world did not exist,"
said President MacLean, "until God
created man in His own image." Re
ferring to the creation as given in
Genesis, he showed that the glory of
Creation is man. Man in his activity
creates a world.

J. S. Erickson
=

Phone 1329-W
518 Front St.
Moorhead.

FREE WHEELING

HARRIS BROS.
DISTRIBUTORS

DR. MOOS

HJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH|

Dentist

1

American State Bank Bldg.

Tel.: Off. 365-W

Physician & Surgeon

=

STRUB'S-

Moorhead
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J. S. Erickson, Prop,

10 Cents
$1.50—First Pair
Full Fashion, Pure Silk,
New Colors.

j|
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P u r e

*

EE

And "Crafty" Gilpin make a
f e w of his mystifying hocuspocus passes—
*
*
*

EE

EE

And then the Cobbers stood
out there and made a perfect
record for gift shots—
*
*
*

=
=

=
EE

And win that ball game!
*
*
*
Well, anyway, it was just
s t e w bad—so let's come—

=
=

Out and hope for a bigger
night when the Valley City
Teachers are here.

EE

*

Hose

=

Semi-

=

Service
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S i l k

=

=
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Full-
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Fashioned

§j

Northern School
Supply Company

Now

8th St. and N. P. Ave.
FARGO

g
g
1
==
1
§t
e|

For general utility the
dark suit with two trousers is almost an indisp e n s able necessity to
your wardrobe. These
low prices offer you the
maximum values.

The House of
Kuppenheimer Good Clothes

S 102-104 Broadway

79c pr.
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| $19.75
$23.75 |
$27.75
THE GLOBE
EE

Moorhead, Minn.

And Lien do a solo down the
floor for a couple of baskets—

M
=

inn

Co.

•

No. 444

And the rest of the Dragons
fought like King Tut's 34 seconds—
*
•
*

EVENSON'S

Second Pair

=
=
=
H
=

*
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SHOE REPAIRING

Overshoes Repaired

Skates Sharpened

GIVE US A TRIAL AND BE SATISFIED

MOORHEAD SHOE HOSPITAL & MOCCASIN FACTORY
19 FIFTH ST. SO.

PHONE 214-W

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE
Broadcloth Shirts

=

Fancy and Plain Shades

Fargo, N. D. =

$1.29

illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllli

2 for $2.50

Mnnfliean
Home of

Paramount Pictures

-SUNDAY-

"FREE LOVE"
with

CONRAD NAGEL

SHIRTS
Broadcloth and Madras—$2.00 to $3.00 Values

$1.69

Adults 50c, Children 10c •
Midnight Show Saturday
CONTINUOUS SUNDAY

NOTICE TO THE STUDENTS

Tune in on Palace Feautre Program Friday, 6:15,
KGFK, Moorhead.

DELICIOUS HOME COOKING

"The Voice of Quality"

FOR MOTHER OR FATHER

POLLYANNA CAFE

WATCH
OUR
WINDOWS

We Always Like to Wait on You with Great Respect
706 Center Ave.—Moorhead, Minn.
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Penney

To s e e "Wild Bill" Robinson
do a f e w head-spins and fancy
shots—
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518 Fronth Street
PHONE 1329-W

HOSIERY SALE
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213 EIGHTH ST. S.
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Over First and Moorhead
National Bank

GROCERIES and STATIONERY
ICE CREAM and CANDY

Were you over to
mory Monday night—

Res. 369-R

| Dr. G. L. Gosslee

Telephone 523-W

|Bon Valet Cleaners|E=

HOME BAKERY

S

Introduced by Studebaker in
1930 and now accepted by the
motoring world.

| Northern Lights 1

"The Store of good things to
eat and good things to wear"
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COBBERS—
Hilde. f
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Storslee. f
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FARGO

February 13, 1931

OPEN

L

STERN and FIELD - Moorhead

SATURDAY
EVENING

